[1] Recent large-scale wave flume experiments on sheet-flow sediment transport beneath Stokes waves show more onshore-directed sediment transport than earlier sheet-flow experiments in oscillating flow tunnels. For fine sand, this extends to a reversal from offshore-(tunnels) to onshore (flumes)-directed transport. A remarkable hydrodynamic mechanism present in flumes (with free water surface), but not in tunnels (rigid lid), is the generation of progressive wave streaming, an onshore wave boundary layer current. This article investigates whether this streaming is the full explanation of the observed differences in transport. In this article, we present a numerical model of wave-induced sand transport that includes the effects of the free surface on the bottom boundary layer. With these effects and turbulence damping by sediment included, our model yields good reproductions of the vertical profile of the horizontal (mean) velocities, as well as transport rates of both fine and medium sized sediment. Similar to the measurements, the model reveals the reversal of transport direction by free surface effects for fine sand. A numerical investigation of the relative importance of the various free surface effects shows that progressive wave streaming indeed contributes substantially to increased onshore transport rates. However, especially for fine sands, horizontal gradients in sediment advection in the horizontally nonuniform flow field also are found to contribute significantly. We therefore conclude that not only streaming, but also inhomogeneous sediment advection should be considered in formulas of wave-induced sediment transport applied in morphodynamic modeling. We propose a variable time-scale parameter to account for these effects.
Introduction
[2] The development of cross-shore and long-shore coastal bottom profiles is strongly determined by the dynamics of water and sediment in the bottom boundary layer induced by surface waves. This has been the rationale for many experimental, analytical, and numerical studies on the interaction between wave motion and sand beds. Understanding of the interaction processes steers the development of parameterized sediment transport formulas that are feasible in large-scale morphodynamic simulations. Finally, these large-scale simulations provide insight into coastal bottom profile developments.
[3] A research topic of many wave-bed interaction studies is the influence of the wave shape on flow velocities, bed shear stresses, and sediment transport rates. These studies either focus on velocity skewness (present under waves with amplified crests), acceleration skewness (present under waves with steep fronts), or both phenomena in joint occurrence (for references, see Ruessink et al. [2009] ). The experimental studies on wave-shape effects have been carried out in oscillating flow tunnels (with horizontally uniform flow), with both fixed and mobile flat beds of various sand grain sizes, and with special attention paid to the sheet-flow transport regime, where bed forms are washed away and the bed is turned into a moving sediment layer [Ribberink et al., 2008] . An important observation from tunnel experiments in the sheet-flow regime is that under velocity-skewed flow over coarse grains, the sediment transport is mainly onshore, but net transport decreases with decreasing grain sizes and can even become negative [O'Donoghue and Wright, 2004] . An explanation for this is the phase-lag effect: rather fine sediment is stirred up by the strong onshore motion, settles only slowly, is still partly suspended during flow reversal, and is subsequently transported offshore . Studies on the effect of acceleration skewness [e.g., Van der A et al., 2011] have revealed that the increased acceleration during the onshore motion results in increased near-bed vertical velocity gradients and bed shear stresses. This enhances sediment pickup and net onshore transport. For purely acceleration-skewed oscillations over fine sand, the phase-lag effect also contributes to onshore transport: more time is available for settling subsequent to maximum onshore flow and less following maximum offshore flow.
[4] Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes [2002] and very recently Schretlen [2012] carried out detailed experiments on sand transport under velocity-skewed waves over flat beds in full-scale wave flumes. The flume experiments of DohmenJanssen and Hanes [2002] show larger transport rates for medium grain sizes compared to tunnel experiments with similar velocity skewness. Schretlen [2012] even found a reversed transport direction for fine sands in flumes (onshore) compared to tunnels (offshore). An explanation of the increased onshore transport brought up in these studies is "progressive wave streaming," an onshore-directed bottom boundary layer current under influence of vertical orbital motions in the horizontally nonuniform flow beneath progressive waves [Longuet-Higgins, 1953] : The vicinity of the bed affects the phase difference between the horizontal and vertical orbital velocities. This introduces a wave-averaged transport of horizontal momentum toward the bed that drives the onshore current. Note that this process acts opposite to the net current generated in a turbulent bottom boundary layer by a velocity-skewed or acceleration-skewed oscillation ("wave shape streaming"). The latter mechanism is due to wave shape-induced differences in time-dependent turbulence during the onshore and offshore phases of the wave, which causes a nonzero wave-averaged turbulent shear stress [Trowbridge and Madsen, 1984; Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1995; Fuhrman et al., 2009] ). We studied the streaming and the changing balance between the generation mechanisms for varying wave conditions above fixed beds in Kranenburg et al. [2012] . In this study, we investigate numerically to what extent progressive wave streaming can explain the differences in transport of both medium and fine sized sand between tunnel and flume experiments. Further questions are: What other processes are introduced by the progressive character of the free surface wave, and how do they influence sand transport for various grain sizes? A good understanding of the tunnel-flume differences is relevant, because many transport formulas used in morphodynamic computations in science and engineering are based on tunnel experiments and do not include the flume and prototype free surface effects. This study should therefore contribute to improvement of these formulas.
[5] Free surface effects have been included in earlier modeling studies. For example, Gonzalez Rodriquez [2009] predicted the contribution of progressive wave streaming to onshore transport by coupling a higher-order analytical boundary layer model with a bed-load transport formula. However, this concept cannot be applied to fine sand. Henderson et al. [2004] and Hsu et al. [2006] studied sandbar migration with a clear fluid (single-phase) fixed bed numerical boundary layer model with advection-diffusion formulation for suspended sediment concentrations. A similar model was used by Holmedal and Myrhaug [2009] and Blondeaux et al. [2012] , both of whom found significant differences in transport rates between tunnel-and seawave simulations. Although their results are qualitatively consistent with the experimental data, no specification of the progressive wave streaming contribution hereto or quantitative comparison with flume measurements was provided in these studies. Also, the single-phase studies mentioned earlier do not consider the details of the sediment pickup and the effects of high sediment concentrations on grain settling velocity and turbulence. However, sedimentinduced turbulence damping can largely affect velocity profiles and transport rates, especially for fine sediment [see, e.g., Winterwerp, 2001 (for steady flow); Conley et al., 2008; Hassan and Ribberink [2010] (oscillatory flow)]. Yu et al. [2010] studied progressive wave effects with a twophase model that explicitly accounts for fluid-grain and grain-grain interactions within the sheet-flow layer. However, until now this model type has been validated only for large to medium grain sizes (>0.2 mm) [Amoudry et al., 2008] .
[6] Compared to the single-phase modeling studies above, this study has three innovative aspects. First, we use a model that includes both free surface effects and sediment-related reduction of turbulence and settling velocities. Second, we present an extensive quantitative model validation on boundary layer flow beneath full-scale waves over a mobile bed, as well as on net transport of both fine and medium sediment in both tunnel and flume experiments. This detailed validation could be carried out only because detailed full-scale flume measurements became available recently [Schretlen, 2012] . A third new aspect is the differentiation between transport related to progressive wave streaming and related to other free surface effects, which we use to develop parameterizations for practical transport formulas.
[7] The outline of this article is as follows: section 2 describes our numerical model. The data used for model validation and the validation itself are described in section 3. Section 4 describes the model experiments quantifying the contribution of various free surface effects. The results are discussed in section 5, with a focus on their relevance for sediment transport formulas used in morphodynamic modeling. Our major conclusions are summarized in section 6.
Model Formulation
[8] Our model can be classified as a 1DV Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes flat-bed boundary layer model with k-e closure for turbulence and an advection-diffusion formulation for suspended sediment. It is an extension of the hydrodynamic model described by Kranenburg et al. [2012] with a sediment balance and feedback of sediment on the flow. The sediment formulations correspond to those in the previous model version used by Ruessink et al. [2009] , originally developed by Uittenbogaard et al. [2001] , now extended with advective terms. The main differences with Henderson et al. [2004] , Holmedal and Myrhaug [2009], and Blondeaux et al. [2012] appear in the turbulence formulations (stratification effects) and, in the latter two cases, in the forcing of the model.
Basic Equations
[9] The fundamental unknowns solved by the model are horizontal flow velocity u, vertical flow velocity w, sediment concentration c, and turbulent kinetic energy k, and its rate of dissipation e. The flow velocities are solved from the following equations:
where p is the pressure, r w is the fluid density, υ is the kinematic viscosity of water, υ t is the turbulence viscosity, and x and z are the horizontal and vertical coordinates, positive in onshore and upward direction, respectively.
[10] The closure for υ t is provided by a k-e model [Rodi, 1984] , where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, e is the energy dissipation rate, and their relation to υ t :
[11] The turbulence quantities are solved from the following equations:
where P k is the turbulence production, and B k is the buoyancy flux. s k , s e , c m , c 1e , and c 2e are constants. We apply (s k , s e , c m , c 1e , c 2e ) = (1.0, 1.3, 0.09, 1.44, 1.92) (standard values, Rodi [1984] ). The production term P k yields
[12] The buoyancy flux B k accounts for the conversion of turbulent kinetic energy to mean potential energy (or vice versa) with the mixing of sediment, treated equivalent to buoyancy flux in a salt-stratified or thermally stratified flow. In a stable stratification (@ r/@ z < 0), this flux will lead to turbulence reduction, in case of an unstable stratification to turbulence generation. Besides, in the latter case, the upward jets (by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities) from the lighter fluid into the denser fluid on top of it produce extra vorticity, which is, considering the parallel between vorticity and e (energy dissipation), accounted for by an increase of e. This is described with the following expressions for the buoyancy flux B k , the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N, and c 3e :
where s p is a constant, in this case, equal to the turbulence Prandtl-Schmidt number s t for conversion of turbulence viscosity υ t into eddy diffusivity of sediment; g is the gravitational acceleration; and r m is the density of the local water-sediment mixture r m = r w + (r s À r w )c.
[13] The sediment (volume) concentration c is solved from a sediment balance:
where we apply s t = 0.7 (as derived from experiments by Breugem [2012] ). The local sediment fall velocity w s is determined using the undisturbed settling velocity w s,0 according to Van Rijn [1993] , with a correction for hindered settling in high sediment concentrations following Richardson and Zaki [1954] :
with c s = 0.65, p = 5, and Δ = (r s À r w )/r w .
[14] Assuming uniformity of wave shape and height during propagating over the horizontal sand bed, the model is reduced to a 1DV model by transformation of horizontal gradients of velocity, turbulence properties, and sediment concentration into time derivatives, using
where c p is the wave propagation speed.
[15] The consideration of advective transport of horizontal momentum, turbulence properties, and sediment marks the fundamental difference between modeling the horizontally uniform situation like in oscillating flow tunnels or the horizontally nonuniform situation beneath progressive surface waves in prototype situation and wave flumes. The progressive wave streaming is driven by the wave-averaged vertical advective transport of horizontal momentum into the wave boundary layer (wave Reynolds stress).
Forcing
[16] The model can be forced in two ways. In the "match model" formulation, the principally unknown u(t,z) is forced to match a predefined horizontal velocity signal at a certain vertical level, e.g., a measured time series. The associated (oscillating plus mean) pressure gradient is determined iteratively every time step from equation (1) at the matching level. In the alternative "free model" formulation, the oscillating horizontal pressure gradient is determined in advance from a given free stream horizontal velocity ũ 1 (or u red ) with zero mean, using:
[17] In the latter approach, mass transport arising from streaming mechanisms and Stokes's drift is not compensated by a return flow driven by an additional mean pressure gradient, and the mean current is allowed to develop freely. This formulation needs a predefined oscillating free stream velocity as input.
Boundary Conditions
[18] To solve equations (1), (4), and (5), we apply the upper boundary conditions: (12) and the lower boundary conditions:
[19] Here, u * is the friction velocity, k = 0.41 is the von Karman constant, and z 0 is the roughness height. The lower boundary conditions assume hydraulically rough turbulent flow near the bed and are applied at a fixed bottom level. We relate z 0 to the median sand grain size d 50 by applying Nikuradse roughness height k N = 2d 50 and z 0 = k N /30.
[20] The sediment balance of equation (8) is solved using a no-flux condition at the top boundary and a pickup function at reference height z = z a = 2d 50 . The latter reads:
[21] For the reference concentration c b , we use the expression of Zyserman and Fredsoe [1994] :
a function of the instantaneous Shields parameter θ, the critical Shields parameter θ c for initiation of motion [Van Rijn, 1993] , and a constant C m , set to 0.32 for oscillatory flow [Zyserman and Fredsoe, 1994] . This reference concentration expression is an empirical relation originally based on near-bed concentration measurements in steady flow and the assumption of Rouse concentration profiles for suspended sediment. In the thin layer beneath z = z a , we apply c z ð Þ ¼ c z¼z a : j
Validation
[22] The validation of the model consists of four parts. We first investigate the quality of the model in reproducing boundary layer flow above a mobile bed (section 3.2). Because of our interest in the role of streaming in explaining the different trends in observed sediment transport rates in flumes and tunnels, we focus hereby especially on the mean current. Subsequently, we compare model and data for net sediment transport rates (section 3.3). A separate section is dedicated to the model reproduction of the observed different trends in transport as function of velocity moments (section 3.4). Finally, we conclude the validation with a sensitivity analysis and discussion (section 3.5). This section starts with a description of the experimental data used in the model validation (section 3.1).
Experimental Data for Model Validation
[23] The model-data comparison on flow velocities is carried out with data from the full-scale wave flume experiments described by Schretlen et al. [2011] and Schretlen [2012] . In these recent experiments, regular trochoidal waves of varying wave period T and wave height H were sent through a 280 m long wave flume with water of 3.5 m depth above a horizontal sand bed with a median grain size d 50 of 0.245 and 0.138 mm, respectively. At the end, the waves were absorbed by a dissipative beach. Multiple experimental runs (both 30 and 60 minute runs) were carried out for each wave condition. At 110 m from the wave generator, a frame with various instruments was fixed to the flume wall, among them an ultrasonic velocity profiler (UVP) that was used to obtain detailed vertical profile measurements of the velocity inside the wave boundary layer. This makes these experiments the first that offer detailed information on the boundary layer flow beneath full-scale waves over a mobile, flat bed. Before and after each run, the horizontal profile of the bed was measured either with a rolling bed profiler or with echo sounders (four next to each other to average out transversal variations). Subsequently, net sediment transport rates <q s > (m 2 /s) at the position of the instrument frame (x 2 ) were determined from sand volume conservation by spatial integration of the changes in bed level z b between successive profile measurements:
[24] This integration started at x 1 , a location with zero transport in a fixed bed zone offshore. Because the value and potential variation of porosity e during the tests were unknown, a constant value of e = 0.4 was assumed following Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes [2002] . Repetition of the procedure for the multiple experimental runs resulted in an average transport rate and standard deviation for each condition.
[25] In addition to transport rates from Schretlen [2012] , the model-data comparison on sediment transport also includes transport rates from the full-scale wave flume experiments of Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes [2002] . In these experiments, again, T and H of the nearly conoidal waves were varied, and water depth h was 3.5 m. The horizontal sand bed consisted of well-sorted grains with d 50 = 0.240 mm, and the horizontal velocities were measured with an acoustic Doppler velocimeter at around 100 mm above the still bed level. To the best of our knowledge, we thus include all available transport rates from full-scale wave flume experiments on sheet-flow sand transport beneath regular waves. Considering the discussion on different trends in transport between flume and tunnel experiments, tunnel experiments on transport of fine (d 50 ≤ 0.140 mm) and medium sized (d 50 ≥ 0.210 mm) sand beneath velocity skewed oscillatory flow also have been included in the model validation. An overview of all the data used is given in Table 1 . This table gives the names of the various conditions as used by the original authors, the period T, median grain size d 50 , measured transport rates <q s >, and a characterization of the flow velocities at z = z match , where z match is the level at which the model will be forced to match the measured velocities. Note that flow and transport information generally concern averaged values over multiple runs per condition. For the experiments of Schretlen [2012] , standard deviations are given in Table 2 . Other dimensionless parameter ranges: 1e3
, and mobility number Explanation of nomenclature 1-9: XXYYm/f means waves with (at the wave generator) H = XX/10 m and T = YY/10 s over a bed of medium or fine sized sand.
g All flume experiments (1-13) were carried out in water with a depth of 3.5 m.
Model-Data Comparison on Horizontal Velocities
[26] For model-data comparison on boundary layer flow, we simulate the experiments of Schretlen [2012] by forcing the model at z = z match with the UVP-measured velocity at that level, and compare model and data for the flow underneath. Except for the few runs for which the UVP data did not extend up to there, we choose the matching level z match at 40 mm above the initial still bed level (z = 0 mm). Figure 1 presents measured and simulated horizontal velocities for a single run of condition 1065f (harmonic representation).
[27] The results for amplitude and phase of the harmonic components, especially components 1 and 2, show that the model gives a good reproduction of the wave boundary layer thickness: The levels of maximum amplitude in data and model results nearly coincide, and model and data show a similar level for the start of the phase lead of the boundary layer flow. A typical characteristic of sheet flow beneath velocity-skewed waves is deeper mobilization of the bed during the onshore movement compared to the offshore movement (erosion-depth asymmetry). This results in distinct onshore wave-averaged velocities U 0 in the lower part of the sheet-flow layer, which increase with increasing velocity skewness. This onshore mean velocity below the initial bed level is also visible in the shown data. The present model has a fixed bottom level and will therefore not reproduce this specific feature. However, the reproduction of magnitude, direction, and shape of the U 0 profile higher up in the wave boundary layer is remarkably good. To illustrate the quality of this reproduction and the added value of the present model formulations compared to models in the literature, we compare the present model (BL2-SED) with results from, respectively, the first-order "tunnel" version (BL1-SED) and the purely hydrodynamic version of the present model (BL2-HYDRO) discussed in Kranenburg et al. [2012] . The results of the latter are expected to be comparable with Henderson et al. [2004] , a second-order boundary layer model without feedback of sediment on the flow. For the three model versions, the mismatch between model and data, averaged over the domain between z = z match and z = 0 mm, computed discretely by
is, respectively, 0.0292 m/s (BL1-SED), 0.0079 m/s (BL2-HYDRO), and 0.0024 m/s (BL2-SED). The present model not only has by far the smallest averaged mismatch, Figure 2 shows that it also gives a better reproduction of the shape of the current profile. We therefore conclude that both progressive wave streaming and feedback of sediment on the flow through stratification effects need to be considered to model the net current in the boundary layer under waves above a mobile bed and to study the influence of streaming on sediment transport.
[28] Figure 3 shows U 0 profiles for experimental conditions with varying H, T, and d 50 . The changes in U 0 for changing H, T, and d 50 in the six runs shown here are representative for the H, T, and d 50 dependency in all other runs, as can be verified for U 0 at z match from Table 1 . These results show that also for different wave and bed conditions the model is rather well able to reproduce the magnitude and shape of the U 0 profile, and also shows an H, T, and d 50 dependency comparable to the data. (Compare, e.g., the changes in local minima and maxima with changing H and T ). For more discussion on the shape of the U 0 profiles, the influence thereon of wave-shape streaming, progressive wave streaming, and Stokes drift compensation, and the changing balance between these mechanisms for changing wave and bed conditions, we refer to Kranenburg et al. [2012] and Schretlen [2012] .
Model-Data Comparison on Sediment Transport
[29] Next, we compare computed and measured net sediment transport rates. Note that not every experimental run of Schretlen [2012] resulted in successful measurement of both velocity and sediment transport. To include as much experimental information as possible, the setup of the comparison is as follows: for each run with successful UVP measurements, a simulation is carried out, using the UVP-measured velocity signal at z = z match to drive the model. All these simulations result in a single computed net sediment transport rate. Per wave condition, we determine mean and standard deviation of the computed transport rates and compare these with the mean and standard deviation of the experimentally determined transport rates. Note that the latter thus also includes runs for which no UVP measurements are available, whereas the computed results also include runs for which no transport rate could be determined from the experiments. The flume experiments of Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes mm above the still bed level (i.e., around 2.5 times the UVPmatching level). For these experiments, no velocity data are available closer to the bed, and per condition only one time series of horizontal velocities is available. As a consequence, the computed net transport for these conditions is based on one simulation only, whereas the measured transport is an average over multiple experimental runs. The modeldata comparison on net transport rates <q s > is shown in Figure 4a . Figure 4b extends Figure 4a with Table 2 .
[30] We observe from Figure 4 that the direction of <q s > is reproduced correctly in all cases. For nearly all cases, the model prediction is within a factor 2 of the measured <q s >. It is shown in Figure 4a that within the various sets of wave flume experiments, trends of increasing transport are also reproduced, except for condition 1065f, 1550f, and 1265m. For each set, a score has been given to the reproduction by averaging S over all cases within the set, with
[31] This measure results in identical scores for overprediction with a factor of 2 and underprediction with a factor of 1/2 (namely, 0.667), and results in negative values when the transport direction is not reproduced well. The results per set are added to Figure 4 , and all lie between 0.77 and 0.88 (around factor of 1.6 and 1.3), which is considered a good quantitative reproduction for sediment transport rates [Davies et al., 2002] . The model overpredicts the medium sand flume experiments of Schretlen [2012] (circles in Figure 4 , <S> = 0.77), whereas it slightly underpredicts the medium sand flume experiments of Dohmen-Janssen and Hanes [2002] (diamonds in Figure 4 , <S> = 0.87). An explanation for this systematic difference might be the wider sieve curve of the sand in the experiments of Schretlen [2012] , a difference not present in the simulations because the model considers the median grain size only. Finally, note that for the medium sand flume experiments of Schretlen [2012] , the differences between the various runs of a condition are rather large. This experimental scatter is present both for the UVP-measured velocities (input to the model) and the measured (and computed) transport rates (see Table 2 ).
Transport Against Velocity Moments
[32] An important observation from tunnel experiments with velocity-skewed oscillatory flows is that the net transport rate of medium sized sand (d 50 ≥ 0.2 mm) is proportional to the third-order moment of the horizontal velocity in the free stream: <q s >~<u 3 > [Ribberink and Al-Salem, 1994] . This relation, an indication for quasi-steady behavior of <q s > during the wave cycle [see, e.g., Bailard, 1981] is not valid for finer sands [O' Donoghue and Wright, 2004] . In that case, phase-lag effects will play a role, and instantaneous concentration and intrawave transport are no longer coupled to the instantaneous free stream velocity. Net transport rates can even become negative for increasing positive velocity moments <u sand is absent. Before we apply the model to investigate physical explanations of these differences, we need to verify the model reproduction of these trends.
[33] In Figure 5 , <q s >~<u 3 > trends from experiments (column 1) are compared with the simulation results (column 2), both for medium (row a) and fine (row b) sand, and for tunnel and flume conditions (different symbols). We choose to determine the third-order velocity moment from the oscillating part of the horizontal velocities only (u red = u(t) -U 0 , see Table 1 ). The reason is that <u 3 > is sensitive for U 0 variations, whereas U 0 depends on the height of the velocity measurements (much more than the oscillating velocity, see, e.g., Figure 1 ) and is itself affected by the differences between flume and tunnel. In this way, differences in z match between the various experiments will not influence the trends, and tunnel and flume experiments that physically model the same wave condition will have identical third-order velocity moments.
[34] Figure 5 (column 1, row b) clearly shows the differences in transport of fine sand between tunnel and flume experiments: In the tunnel, the transport direction reverses from onshore to offshore with increasing <u red 3 >. For the flume cases, the transport remains onshore. 
Sensitivity Analysis and Discussion
[35] We conclude the validation with a sensitivity analysis and discussion on the modeling concept. The sensitivity analysis focuses on model formulations for mixing, roughness, and hindered settling. Although the present choices for s t , k N , and w s find their basis in literature, their application for sheet-flow under waves is not without discussion. Nielsen et al. [2002] , e.g., questioned the eddy diffusivity concept and found a settling velocity reduction significantly stronger than predicted by Richardson and Zaki [1954] . Next, some authors have suggested modeling flow over mobile beds using much larger k N values [e.g., Sumer et al., 1996; DohmenJanssen and Hanes, 2002] or used k N as a d 50 independent tuning parameter [Ruessink et al., 2009] . In this study, we investigate the effect of decreasing/increasing s t , k N , and p (hindered settling effect, equation (9a)) with a factor of about 1.5. In addition, we test for k N increased one order of magnitude (test 5). The tests and results are presented in Figure 6 and Table 3 . 
(3b) Figure 5 . Measured (1a, 1b) and computed (2a, 2b) net sediment transport rates <q s > of medium (a) and fine (b) sands against the third-order velocity moment as determined from the oscillating part of the horizontal velocity u red , for all conditions in Table 1 . (3a, 3b) Results for simulations without compensation of mass transport in flume and tunnel (section 4.1).
[36] First, we observe from Figure 6a that U 0 is only marginally affected by factor of 1.5 changes in s t , k N , and p. However, the order of magnitude change in k N (test 5) introduces a large overestimation of the level and magnitude of the maximum offshore boundary layer streaming. This results from increasing boundary layer thickness with increasing roughness, see also the model behavior tests in Kranenburg et al. [2012] (BL2-HYDRO). For a selection of tests, Figures 6b to 6d show <q s > computed with adapted model parameters against <q s > computed with the original values for the conditions of Table 1 . By and large, test 1 (reduced s t , increased mixing) shows an increase of the absolute transport rates for all sets. In test 7 (increased p, increased hindered settling effect), the results for medium sized grains (Figure 6 , circles, diamonds, stars) are nearly unaltered, whereas the fine sand cases (generally) show a slightly increased transport in offshore direction. Apparently, phase-lags effects increase in both tests, whereas the stronger mixing also strengthens the onshore transport mechanisms. The changes for <q s > in test 5 (k N increased with a factor 10) are clearly of another order of magnitude. Both for the sets with medium sand in a flume (Figure 6 , circles, diamonds) and with fine sand in a tunnel (Figure 6, triangles) , |<q s >| increases drastically. The two other sets show completely scattered results, from an increase with a factor of 2 to a reversal of the transport direction. Table 3 lists the consequences for model-data comparison for all sensitivity tests. Clearly, from U 0 and <q s > results, there is no need to adopt alternative formulations.
[37] A more fundamental question is whether it is justified to model sheet flow as sand in suspension. First, note that based on the nondimensional parameters θ and w s /u * in Table 1 , all experimental conditions can be classified as well inside the domain of "suspension mode sheet flow" [Wilson, 1989: sheet flow for θ > 0.8; Sumer et al., 1996: suspension mode for w s /u * < 0.8-1.0). Also, regarding the classical distinction between bed load and suspended load, the Rouse number P = w s (ku * ) -1 indicates that suspension load transport will dominate by far in most cases. Indeed, Hassan and Ribberink [2010] , who used a suspension model with a bed-load formula to model the flux beneath z = 2d 50 , found the bed-load component of minor importance for the total computed transport (except for their large grain test). Furthermore, although shifted to levels above z = 0 mm (instead of below z = 0, as measured in the pickup layer), the shape and magnitude of the net flux profiles also were reproduced very well. Apparently, the sheet-flow layer dynamics can to a certain extent be represented as an advection-diffusion process, with the present empirical model for reference concentration (neglecting the details of sediment entrainment and dynamics in concentrations close to the pack limit). Based on the validation results and the considerations above, we consider the suspension approach appropriate for the present research. More detailed investigation on erosion behavior and sheet-flow layer thickness would require further development and application of other modeling concepts, e.g., two-phase models. Figure 6 . Results from the sensitivity analysis for a selection of tests from 
Relative Importance of Various Free Surface Effects
[38] This section describes model simulations to investigate the relevance of the hydrodynamic differences between tunnel and flume experiments for sediment transport rates. We first study the role of contrasting return flow mechanisms in the two experimental settings (section 4.1). Subsequently, we focus on differences induced by advection processes inside the wave boundary layer. Their effects on sediment transport are illustrated with a discussion on velocities and concentrations beneath sinusoidal waves in section 4.2 and quantified for more realistic nonlinear waves in section 4.3.
Compensation of Mass Transport in Closed Tunnels and Flumes
[39] In a closed tunnel, the offshore wave shape streaming will cause an onshore-directed mass transport compensation current. The strength of this current not only depends on the streaming, but also on properties of the facility like height and width. Beneath progressive surface waves, the mass transport originates not only from wave shape streaming, but also from the onshore progressive wave streaming and especially the onshore Stokes drift. In a flume with closed ends, this will result in a mean pressure gradient driving an offshore-directed (Eulerian) compensating current. We determine the influence of these mass compensation mechanisms on sediment transport by comparing the earlier simulations with simulations of hypothetical open facilities, set up as described in section 2.2. Because the level z match of the horizontal velocity measurements used before is practically outside the wave boundary for all used tunnel and flume experiments, we use u red at z = z match as input signal to determine the oscillating horizontal pressure gradient. Figure 7 shows <q s > for "open" versus "closed" simulations; Figure 5 (column 3, rows a and b) shows the newly computed <q s > against <u red 3 > (identical to <u red 3 > for the measurements and closed simulations).
[40] As expected, Figure 7 shows that the return flow generally leads to less onshore transport for flume conditions (with offshore-directed return current) and to more onshore (or less offshore) transport for tunnel conditions (with onshore-directed return current). This influence of the return flow is generally not very large. 
Advection Processes: Illustration for Sinusoidal Waves
[41] Next, we discuss one by one the additional free surfacerelated momentum and sediment advection processes in the horizontally nonuniform wave boundary layer, as present in flume and prototype situation and not in tunnels. These additional horizontal and vertical advection processes each appear in the reduced equations (1) or (8) in one single advective term (see Table 4 ). We illustrate the effects of these processes on boundary layer velocities and concentrations by comparing simulations with the advective terms one by one switched on to a reference simulation (REF) with all these terms switched off (BL1-model). All simulations are "open" simulations in which the model is forced with an identical sinusoidal horizontal free stream velocity with amplitude û 1 = 1.0 m/s and period T = 6.5 s. The simulations have been carried out for water depth h = 3.5 m and grain size d 50 = 0.1 mm. The surplus of horizontal velocity and sediment concentration from the various free surface effects is shown in Figures 8a to 8d. Figures 8e and 8f show the vertical profile of the period-averaged sediment flux. The resulting net transport rates have been added to Table 4. Note that the reference simulation of a sinusoidal oscillating flow yields a zero wave-averaged velocity, sediment flux, and net transport rate.
[42] We first discuss w@u/@z. This single term is the driver of the additional onshore streaming under progressive waves. This occurs through a net downward transport of horizontal momentum into the boundary layer by the vertical orbital motion as a result of the phase shift of the horizontal Table 1 . Dashed lines: y = ax, for a is 1/2, 1, and 2. orbital velocities over the boundary layer height. The extra onshore current in the wave boundary layer is clearly visible in the surplus velocities in Figure 8a . The primary effect of this current is an additional current-related (suspended) sediment flux over the whole wave boundary layer. The velocity skewness will also increase. Expected secondary effects are therefore increased pickup rates under the wave crest and stirring up of sediment to higher levels because of larger flow and turbulence intensities. Under the trough, the opposite will occur.
[43] The vertical orbital motion might also contribute to onshore transport trough vertical sediment advection. The vertical motion introduces a difference between the onshore and offshore phase of the wave: at the reversal of the flow from onshore to offshore, the orbital motion will be downward, whereas it will be upward during offshore to onshore flow reversal. This becomes relevant for the sediment concentration when grains are stirred up to levels where the vertical velocity e w is on the order of the grain settling velocity w s . In that case, the concentration at this level will decrease faster after the onshore movement and slower after the offshore movement. In other words, the phase-lag between velocity and concentration will behave differently under the wave crest and trough. Figure 8b shows the consequences of w@c/@z for the concentration profiles: under the crest, more sediment is present at higher levels; under the trough, more sediment is present near the bed. Consequently, positive net sediment fluxes appear higher up in the boundary layer, and negative net sediment fluxes appear near the bed. These opposite contributions finally lead to a relatively small influence of vertical sediment advection on the vertically integrated net flux or net transport rate.
[44] Next, in the horizontally nonuniform flow field, the advection of sediment by the horizontal orbital motion might also contribute to onshore transport. The horizontal gradients in the sediment flux cause an accumulation of sediment in front of the wave top, where the flux gradient @(uc)/@x < 0. Behind the top, the opposite occurs. As a result, the absolute rates of change of the sediment concentration are larger and the concentration reacts faster on velocity changes during onshore flow than during offshore flow. A modulation in the concentration takes place, with an amplification of the concentration peak at maximum onshore velocity and a reduction at maximum offshore velocity (see Figure 8d ). This induces a net contribution to sediment transport in the onshore direction. An analytical illustration of this process is given in Appendix A (considering horizontal sediment exchange only). It shows that the additional net flux due to the modulation is proportional to û 2 /c p . Note that û/c p denotes the order of magnitude of the advective terms compared to the other terms, and that the advection terms w@c/@z and u@c/@x together describe Stokes's drift of sand in an Eulerian model.
[45] Like the effect of u@c/@x for sediment, the primary effect of u@u/@x is a modulation of the horizontal orbital velocities. When forced with a sinusoidal pressure gradient, u@u/@x would lead to an increased horizontal velocity under the wave top and a decreased velocity under the wave trough (i.e., velocity skewness). However, here we forced the model to match a sinusoidal free stream velocity. As a result, the nonlinear term induces slightly acceleration-skewed flow inside the boundary layer (increased acceleration, decreased deceleration). The resulting difference in turbulence yields sediment stirring to higher (less high) levels during onshore (offshore) flow, which yields small positive net sediment fluxes at higher levels (see Figures 8c and 8e) .
[46] The primary effects of the various advection processes beneath progressive waves are summarized in Table 4 . Especially w@u/@z and u@c/@x have a clear onshore influence on net transport rates trough onshore contribution to the net sediment flux over the entire vertical. The other two terms (w@c/@z and u@u/@x) lead to both onshore (higher up in the vertical) and offshore fluxes (at lower levels). This results (for these conditions) in only small effects on the net sediment transport. It is also shown that the contribution from u@c/@x to the net flux is nearly entirely wave related < e ue c > ð Þ, whereas the contribution from w@u/@z (streaming) is mostly current related (<u><c>). Finally, the advection of turbulence properties (terms 2 and 3 of equations (4) and (5)) has only a marginal effect on the sediment flux profile and is not further discussed.
Advection Processes: Tests for Realistic Waves
[47] Where the effects of the various advection processes on velocities and concentrations were illustrated for sinusoidal waves in section 4.2, we now investigate their relevance for sediment transport for more realistic nonlinear wave conditions. For that, we define a number of test conditions with constant wave period T and water depth h, but gradually increasing wave height H. From T, h, and H, we determine the fluctuating part of the near bed free stream horizontal velocity ũ 1 (t) with the Fourier approximation method of Rienecker and Fenton [1981] . This results in velocity signals with increasing velocity skewness for increasing H. Using the method of Rienecker and Fenton [1981] , acceleration skewness from steepening of the wave toward breaking is not considered. Seaward of the surf zone, we consider this a justified approach, based on indications that waves in that region are predominantly velocity skewed [Ruessink et al., 2009 ]. An overview of the test conditions is given in Table 5 . Next to wave height H, the table gives the amplitudes of four harmonic components of ũ 1 , namely û 1,1-4 , together with velocity skewness measures R = ũ 1,crest /(ũ 1,crest -ũ 1,trough ) and Sk u ¼ũ q , and the third-order velocity moment < ũ 1 3 >, all determined from ũ 1 . This free stream velocity ũ 1 is used to force the model; the mean velocity is allowed to develop freely (open simulation).
[48] For the defined test cases, the sediment transport has been simulated with all advective terms switched on (FLU, because it models the flume situation), with all advective terms switched off (REF) , and with only w@u/@z, w@c/@z, u@c/@x, or u@u/@x switched on individually. This has been done for both medium sized sand (d 50 = 0.25 mm) and fine sized sediment (d 50 = 0.14 mm). The computed transport rates are shown in Figure 9 , plotted against the third-order velocity moment. For the fine grains, the percentage of the difference in transport between FLU and REF covered by a single advection term has been added to Table 5 , where
[49] The computed transport rates provide insight in the relative importance of individual advective processes in explaining the differences between tunnels and flumes, and show how the relative contribution of the various terms changes with changing wave and bed conditions. We learn from Figure 9 that progressive wave streaming, induced by w@u/@z, indeed contributes substantially to onshore sediment transport. For the medium grains, almost the complete difference between flume (FLU) and tunnel (REF) simulations is covered with vertical momentum advection taken into account. However, in the case of fine sand, with higher volumes of sediment in suspension, also the gradients in horizontal advection become important, especially u@c/@x. Table 5 shows that the relative contribution of this term also increases with increasing wave height. For the wave and bed conditions from the realistic ranges investigated in this study, the effect of w@c/@z turns out to be negligible. Finally, note that the sum of the four separate contributions is smaller than but close to 100% for the least energetic and just over 100% for the most energetic condition. This means that the interaction between the various advective processes is small.
Discussion

Relevance for Sediment Transport Formulas
[50] We have shown that both progressive wave streaming and gradients in horizontal advection are free surface effects that can contribute significantly to sediment transport beneath waves. Therefore, we believe that these free surface effects should be accounted for in sediment transport formulas. This is generally not the case in transport formulas used in present-day morphodynamic modeling, developed and calibrated from tunnel experiments [see, e.g., Davies et al., 2002] . Sediment transport formulas predict the transport from the free stream velocity or bed shear stress. "Quasi-steady" formulas directly relate the instantaneous transport to the instantaneous velocity or stress through power laws and empirical coefficients [e.g., Bailard, 1981; Ribberink, 1998 ]. "Semi-unsteady" formulas account for phase-lag effects through inclusion of a phase-lag parameter representing the ratio of sediment settling time and wave period [e.g., Dibajnia and Watanabe, 1998; . The first to account for progressive wave streaming in transport formulas were Nielsen [2006] and Van Rijn [2007] . They compute the transport with either an extra onshore wave-averaged (free stream) velocity [Van Rijn, 2007] or bed shear stress [Nielsen, 2006] added to the oscillatory input of their transport formula. Note that new parameterizations for this additional mean velocity and stress are provided by Kranenburg et al. [2012] . The effect of horizontal (sediment) advection gradients was not included, or it was assumed to be strongly correlated to the streaming effect [Nielsen, 2006] . This study's differentiation between the various free surface effects shows that the relative contribution is strongly grain size dependent. Here we present a parameterization for the horizontal advection effects consistent with the insights from this study.
[51] First, consider a simple transport formula that expresses the depth-integrated sediment flux q s as function of the free stream velocity u 1 and the depth-averaged volume concentration C(t):
with d is the thickness of the layer over which transport (and averaging) takes place, and a a distribution coefficient related to the shape of the concentration and velocity profiles [O(1)]. Second, note that the time-dependent behavior of the depth-averaged concentration C(t) in gradually varying flows can be represented in a schematic way by a relaxation equation:
[see Galappatti and Vreugdenhil, 1985] . In this relaxation equation, T a is the time scale of adaptation of the sediment concentration to the equilibrium concentration C eq , and g is a coefficient related to the shape of the concentration profile. The (depth-averaged) C eq reflects the "carrying capacity" of the flow; that is, the concentration for which the sediment settling and pickup are equal. C eq is directly related to the instantaneous forcing through the Shields number θ [see, e.g., Van Rijn, 1993] . Here, we apply C eq (t) = bθ(t), with b a coefficient. The key element of the parameterization is the expression for T a . Starting from the advection-diffusion equation, we derive in Appendix B that the advection effects in horizontally nonuniform flow can be included in the concentration equation (20) and transport formula (19) with
where c p is the wave propagation speed, and {1 À au 1 / c p } is <1 during onshore flow and >1 during offshore flow. Note that in oscillatory flows, T a reduces to d/w s . This is the settling time used also by Dohmen-Janssen et al. [2002] in the phase-lag parameter T a /T for the semiunsteady description of fine sand transport in tunnels. Hereby d is the particle entrainment height (also an appropriate measure for the transport layer thickness), and w s is the settling velocity. Next, for medium to coarse sand, d/w s will be small. In that case, equation (20) Fine grain size Figure 9 . Net transpowrt rates <q s > of medium (0.25 mm) and fine (0.14 mm) sized sediments for the wave conditions of Table 5 , plotted against < ũ 1 3 >. Results obtained with all advective terms switched on (FLU), all advective terms switched off (REF), and only w@u/@z, w@c/@z, u@c/@x, or u@u/@x switched on are shown. motion, (2) increased/decreased maximum concentration will be found under the wave crest/trough, and (3) the advection effects will increase with decreasing grain size.
[52] We illustrate the behavior of the parameterization with Figure 10 . Figure 10a shows the concentration beneath a sinusoidal wave computed from relaxation equation (20), respectively, with a quasi-steady approach (T a = 0), with phase-lag effects (T a = d/w s ), and with phase-lag effects beneath progressive waves, i.e., with T a from equation (21) . Comparison with Figure 8d shows that the latter yields concentration behavior consistent with the numerical model results. Next, Figure 10b shows, for the cases of Table 5 , that also the numerically computed <q s > can be reproduced well using equations (19) (20) (21) . In these calculations, we set the transport layer thickness to 10 times the sheet-flow layer thickness: d = 10d s . From Dohmen-Janssen et al. [2002] , we use d s = 35d 50 θ max . The maximum Shields parameter is θ max = 1/2f w u max 2 / (Δgd 50 ). We computed f w following Swart [1974] with bed roughness height k N = 2d 50 . Settling velocity w s is computed from equation (9b). Coefficients a, b, and g were used as calibration parameters tuning the balance between the processes. Note that the effects of horizontal sediment and momentum advection are strongly correlated ( Figure 9 ; Table 5 ). Therefore, parameter T a can be applied to account for both advection processes together.
[53] Considering the flume measurements of transport of fine sand under velocity-skewed waves (Figure 5b ), one may wonder whether there is any need to let transport formulas evolve further away from the simple quasi-steady approach. After all, the correlation between <q s > and <u red 3 > for these cases is very strong. One should realize that, in these cases, the offshore transport from phaselag effects, so important in velocity-skewed oscillatory tunnel flow over fine sand, and the onshore transport from advection effects nearly completely cancel each other out. These processes will not always (counter)act in the same balance. For instance, when a velocity-skewed wave becomes steeper, the onshore contribution from advection effects remains, whereas the offshore contribution due to phase-lag effects decreases. (For purely acceleration-skewed waves, phase-lag effects even contribute to onshore transport [ Van der A, 2010] .) We therefore believe that both processes should be considered in parameterized transport formulas.
Limitations of This Study
[54] Both in the model formulation and validation, this study is limited to the suspension-mode sheet-flow regime. The numerical tests to capture the various advection effects were carried out for a parameter range extending beyond this regime. Herein, we neglect that actually ripples may be expected beneath the lowest energy waves of Table 5 (Shields number θ < 0.8). The effects of streaming and horizontal advection on net transport rates over rippled beds, with more complicated flow patterns, are still unknown and need further research. Other issues not considered in this study are the relevance for sediment transport of bed-level variation and spreading in grain size. The potential role of the sieve curve width for the transport rates observed by Schretlen [2012] may initiate further research here on.
Conclusions
[55] A numerical model has been developed to investigate the influence of free surface effects on transport of sediment in the wave boundary layer beneath regular progressive waves. The 1DV Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes boundary layer model with an advection-diffusion formulation for sediment concentration and a k-e turbulence closure with feedback of sediment on the flow-through stratification (a) (b) Figure 10 . (a) Depth-averaged concentration C beneath a sinusoidal wave (upper panel), respectively, with a quasi-steady approach (thin black line), with phase-lag effects after Dohmen-Janssen et al.
[2002] (thick light gray line), and with phase-lag in combination with horizontal advection effects (dark gray line, T a according to equation (21)). (b) Period-averaged sediment transport <q s > for the cases of Table 5 computed using T a both with and without effects of horizontal advection. Parameters case (a): T = 6.5 s, û 1 = 1.2 m/s, h = 3.0 m, d 50 = 0.14 mm; used coefficients: a = 2.0, b = 0.01, g = 10.
effects has been successfully validated with recent full-scale flume measurements on both boundary layer flow and suspension mode sheet-flow sediment transport under velocity-skewed waves. The validation showed that progressive wave streaming and stratification effects are essential processes to reproduce measured wave-averaged current profiles. As with the transport measurements, the model results show a reversal from offshore to onshore waveaveraged transport of fine sediment under influence of the free surface effects. It was subsequently investigated to what extent the increased onshore transport could be attributed to progressive wave streaming. We conclude that this onshore streaming indeed contributes largely to increased onshore transport rates in flumes compared to tunnels. However, especially for fine grains, other free surface effects also are important. In particular, gradients in horizontal advection of sediment in the nonuniform flow-field beneath surface waves are found to influence fine sand transport significantly. This mechanism amplifies respectively reduces the maximum concentration during onshore respectively offshore motion, causing increased onshore transport rates. Therefore, we conclude that, next to streaming, also the latter should be considered in formulas of wave-induced sediment transport in morphodynamic modeling. It is proposed to incorporate this process through a phase-lag parameter with a wave-phase-dependent adaptation time T a for sediment concentration in unsteady flow. The proposed parameter T a , given in equation (21) covers the relevant characteristics of the physical process, yields transport rates comparable to the numerical model, and is therefore a suitable parameterization to be included in practical sand transport formulas.
[63] As a result, we can write equation (B4) as
[64] The vertical sediment flux ' at the bottom is the net result of pickup and deposition: '(0) = p up À dep, with p up a function of the instantaneous bed shear stress and dep the result of vertical settling of sand near the bed. With the near bed concentration c bed related to the depth-averaged concentration C through a shape coefficient g ≫ 1, dep = w s c bed = w s gC. Substitution into equation (B7) gives
[65] The vertical orbital velocities in the wave boundary layer are generally smaller or of the same order of magnitude as the sand settling velocity, i.e., w(d) ≤ w s . Next, a and x are of order O(1), so that g ≫ (ax). Therefore, the third term on the righthand side of equation (B8) can be neglected in comparison with the second term. This results in the relaxation expression: 
